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Publishers and Simon
& Schuster are on TikTok;
they're joined increasingly
by smaller presses, which
are equally hungry to do
their market research.
The bigger publishing
houses send swag boxes to
popular creators, brimming
with books fresh off the
press for review.
Jack and Selene, who
both work with publishers
from time to time, say that
having the autonomy to
be honest in their videos
is paramount. ‘If praise isn't
warranted, I won't give
it,’ Jack says. ‘If I'm critical,
those videos do well.’
Selene agrees: ‘People can
smell a paid commercial
post a mile off. This whole
thing took off because
people wanted authenticity,

and you can't pay [for] or
manufacture that. Most
publishers get that, too.’

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
Natasha Bardon, publishing
director at Harper Voyager
(@harpervoyageruk), an
imprint of HarperCollins
Publishers that focuses on
science fiction, fantasy and
horror (all popular genres
on BookTok), says that the
platform represents a return
to authentic bookselling.
‘There's no better
marketing than word-ofmouth buzz and TikTok
marks a return to that, but
on a global level,’ says
Natasha. ‘It's such a brilliant
source of book discovery.’
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Importantly, she adds,
it's not just the readers
making literary discoveries,
either: publishers are also
learning, discovering that
certain genres may be
more popular than
they once realized. The
Voyager imprint has been
especially embracing
of BookTok. This year,
it hosted a ‘creator house’
in the Welsh village of
Hay-on-Wye, which saw
a group of BookTokers
come together to generate
some buzz around the
imprint's summer
launches. So far, according
to Natasha, content from
the event has amassed
around 280,000 views,
and the event could be
an insight into how the
industry will operate more
widely in the future.
Publishers are also
scouring BookTok for
authors. Melissa Blair
(@melissas.bookshelf),
a writer of Anishinaabe
descent – an Indigenous
people of the Great Lakes
region of Canada – is a
recent case in point. She
self-published her first
book, fantasy romance
A Broken Blade, and sent
it out to 25 high-profile
BookTokers without
telling them who wrote
it. Instead, she sent them
a series of clues and asked
them to guess which
one among them wrote
the page-turner.
The stunt went viral,
and, as a result, the
self-published author's

The creator behind
TikTok account
@amivireads (left)
has amassed nearly
37,000 followers.

manuscript got picked
up by a major publishing
house. ‘We've seen quite a
few authors of this nature
be highlighted by TikTok
and then go on to be
picked up by traditional
publishers,’ says Natasha.
‘They have a visible and
engaged fan base, and
that's a bonus on top of
a great story and talent.’

WILL THE BOOKTOK
BUZZ LAST?
BookTok has been
creating a big impact
in the book industry for
a few years now, and it
hasn't dissipated at all yet.
If anything, it still looks
to be growing. Kristen
from NPD BookScan
says that, in the short
term, TikTok is still
‘resonating with readers’.
According to Natasha,
it's still too early to predict
how long the trend
will continue, but it's
something that the whole
publishing industry
is monitoring closely.
‘BookTok's influence
over publishing decisions
might increase or decrease,
but that's natural.
Something else might
come along,’ she says.
‘For now, as long as it
lasts, we should embrace
people giving their
authentic opinions and
recommending books and
sharing that experience as
far and wide as possible.’

Isabel Williams works in
publicity and marketing
at Europa Editions UK
(@europaeditionsuk), whose
bestselling author, Elena
Ferrante, has 8 million views
under the #elenaferrante
hashtag. She doesn't think
that the impact TikTok is
having on making books
go viral will slow down any
time soon. ‘Most recently,
we published Acts of Service
by Lillian Fishman, a book
we suspected would fit the
TikTok audience due to its

‘For now, we
should embrace
people giving their
authentic opinions,
recommending
books and sharing
that experience
as far and wide
as possible.’
radical discussion of desire
and sexuality,’ she says. ‘Our
approach was influenced
from the start – from
cover design to building
pre-publication buzz by
targeting our influencer
mail-out carefully. Lillian is a
debut author, but a search of
the #lillianfishman hashtag
reveals 92.7k views [now
111k], which is extraordinary
for a literary novel.’
Meanwhile, BookTokers
like Jack are enjoying
riding this BookTok wave.
If it all ended tomorrow,
Jack says he'd work in
publishing, try his hand at
writing himself or open a
bookshop. ‘It would still
have to be about sharing
books for me,’ he says.
By Will Higginbotham
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